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Astroparticles	in	a	nutshell...Astroparticles	in	a	nutshell...



1.	The	Standard	Model,	SM	(El	modelo	estándar,	ME).	The	Standard	Model,	SM	(El	modelo	estándar,	ME).

2. 	in	a	nutshell.ν's)	SM	Neutrinos	(and	non	SM		SM	Neutrinos	(and	non	SM	ν's)	in	a	nutshell.

3.	Neutrino	mysteries	in	the	SM.	Neutrino	mysteries	in	the	SM.

4.	Neutrino	oscillations!	Neutrino	oscillations!

5.	Neutrino	experiments.	Neutrino	experiments.

6. dark	matter	links.ν-	The		The	ν-dark	matter	links.

7.	Neutrino	astronomy.		Neutrino	astronomy.	

8. .ν's	Beyond		Beyond	ν's.

9.	Conclusions.		Conclusions.	





●3	families/generations.3	families/generations.
●6	quark	flavors.6	quark	flavors.
●6	lepton	flavors.6	lepton	flavors.
●3	charged	leptons.3	charged	leptons.
●3	neutrino	flavors.3	neutrino	flavors.
●1	single	Higgs	boson.1	single	Higgs	boson.

-HEP	Units:-HEP	Units:
● ħ.1è=	Use	c=	Use	c=è=1ħ.
●	Use	E=m	in
GeV,TeV,...MeV/
c²,GeV/c²,TeV/c²...

	Use	E=m	in
GeV,TeV,...MeV/
c²,GeV/c²,TeV/c²...
●Relative	strengths:Relative	strengths:
●g(s)~1,g(em)~1/137,g(s)~1,g(em)~1/137,
●g(weak)<<g(s),g(em)g(weak)<<g(s),g(em)
●	gravity	not	here!	gravity	not	here!
●	g(grav)<<	other	g's.	g(grav)<<	other	g's.



Cf.	EFE:Cf.	EFE:



●	There	are	3	neutrino	species	or	FLAVORS.	Neutrino	electric	charge	is	0.	There	are	3	neutrino	species	or	FLAVORS.	Neutrino	electric	charge	is	0.
●	The	neutrinos	are	leptons	(fermions),	i.e.,	matter	particles.	The	neutrinos	are	leptons	(fermions),	i.e.,	matter	particles.
● ½.	Neutrinos	are	left-handed.	Weak	Interaction	violates
C,P	and	T,	and	the	combined	symmetries	(but	conserve	CPT).

∓	Neutrino	spin	is		Neutrino	spin	is	∓½.	Neutrinos	are	left-handed.	Weak	Interaction	violates
C,P	and	T,	and	the	combined	symmetries	(but	conserve	CPT).
●	Neutrinos	only	interact	under	weak	(electroweak)	and	gravity.	Neutrinos	only	interact	under	weak	(electroweak)	and	gravity.
●	The	original		SM	predicts	MASSLESS	neutrinos	(Weyl	spinors).		The	original		SM	predicts	MASSLESS	neutrinos	(Weyl	spinors).	
●	Neutrino	oscillation	(NO)	phenomenon	implies	neutrinos	are	massive	(or
at	least,	one	neutrino	flavor	state	is	massive	in	order	to	explain	NO	data).	
	Neutrino	oscillation	(NO)	phenomenon	implies	neutrinos	are	massive	(or
at	least,	one	neutrino	flavor	state	is	massive	in	order	to	explain	NO	data).	
●	There	are	currently	strong	bounds	on	possible	SM	neutrino	masses.	There	are	currently	strong	bounds	on	possible	SM	neutrino	masses.
●	Neutrinos	could	be	described	by	Dirac/Majorana	spinors...ELKOs?	Neutrinos	could	be	described	by	Dirac/Majorana	spinors...ELKOs?
●	There	could	be	EXTRA	superheavy/supermassive	(compared	w.r.t.	SM
neutrinos)	neutrino	species,	only	leaving	tracks	in	neutrino	oscillations	or
exotic	places...These	non-active	neutrinos	are	called	STERILE	NEUTRINOS.

	There	could	be	EXTRA	superheavy/supermassive	(compared	w.r.t.	SM
neutrinos)	neutrino	species,	only	leaving	tracks	in	neutrino	oscillations	or
exotic	places...These	non-active	neutrinos	are	called	STERILE	NEUTRINOS.
●

's	CAN	BE	COLD
DARK	MATTER	(CDM)	CANDITATES.

νNON	SM	

	SM	neutrinos	are	WARM/HOT	dark	matter	and	they	can	NOT	account	for
the	DM	mass	alone:		wrong	structure	formation	at	big	scales	(simulations),

bad	number	of	satellite	galaxies,	and	other	issues.	

	SM	neutrinos	are	WARM/HOT	dark	matter	and	they	can	NOT	account	for
the	DM	mass	alone:		wrong	structure	formation	at	big	scales	(simulations),

bad	number	of	satellite	galaxies,	and	other	issues.	NON	SM	ν's	CAN	BE	COLD
DARK	MATTER	(CDM)	CANDITATES.
●	Neutrinos	are	VERY	important	in	astrophysics	and	cosmology...(Even	in	stars,	on
Earth,...Many	objects	do	emit	neutrinos	and	or	are	bombarded	by	them,	even	you
right	now	from	solar	neutrinos	and	other	sources!!!!).	Luckily:	G(Fermi)<<1...

	Neutrinos	are	VERY	important	in	astrophysics	and	cosmology...(Even	in	stars,	on
Earth,...Many	objects	do	emit	neutrinos	and	or	are	bombarded	by	them,	even	you
right	now	from	solar	neutrinos	and	other	sources!!!!).	Luckily:	G(Fermi)<<1...



NEUTRINOS	ARE	MYSTERIOUS...NEUTRINOS	ARE	MYSTERIOUS...
●	What	are	the	SM	neutrinos	masses?	Nobody	knows	(but	they	are	in
between	some	meV	and	1eV).	Is	the	spectrum	normal,inverted	or	Qdeg?
	What	are	the	SM	neutrinos	masses?	Nobody	knows	(but	they	are	in
between	some	meV	and	1eV).	Is	the	spectrum	normal,inverted	or	Qdeg?
●	Are	neutrinos	=	antineutrinos?	If	not,	they	are	Dirac	particles,	if	neutrinos
are	equal	to	antineutrinos,	they	are	Majorana	particles...
	Are	neutrinos	=	antineutrinos?	If	not,	they	are	Dirac	particles,	if	neutrinos
are	equal	to	antineutrinos,	they	are	Majorana	particles...
●	Related	to	the	previous	one:	can	we	observe	NEUTRINOLESS	double	beta
decay	and	other	violating	lepton	number	processes?	(Only	possible	if	SM
neutrinos	are	Majorana	particles).

	Related	to	the	previous	one:	can	we	observe	NEUTRINOLESS	double	beta
decay	and	other	violating	lepton	number	processes?	(Only	possible	if	SM
neutrinos	are	Majorana	particles).
●	Are	there	sterile/superheavy	neutrino	species	(extra	flavors)	in	Nature?	Are	there	sterile/superheavy	neutrino	species	(extra	flavors)	in	Nature?
●	Can	we	detect	the	neutrinos	left	by	the	Big	Bang?	They	form	the	so-called
Cosmological	Neutrino	Background	or	CMB	(T~1.945	K).
	Can	we	detect	the	neutrinos	left	by	the	Big	Bang?	They	form	the	so-called
Cosmological	Neutrino	Background	or	CMB	(T~1.945	K).
●	Can	we	detect	the	cosmogenic	neutrinos?	Cosmogenic	neutrinos	are
generated	when	HECrs	interact	with	CMB	photons	producing	neutrinos...
	Can	we	detect	the	cosmogenic	neutrinos?	Cosmogenic	neutrinos	are
generated	when	HECrs	interact	with	CMB	photons	producing	neutrinos...
●	Can	we	detect	SN	diffuse	background	(Relic	Neutrino	Background)	left
from	current	SN	/	old	POP	III	stars?	
	Can	we	detect	SN	diffuse	background	(Relic	Neutrino	Background)	left
from	current	SN	/	old	POP	III	stars?	
●	Do	SM	neutrinos	have	electric/magnetic	dipole	moment?	Do	they
experiment	Hidden		interactions?	
	Do	SM	neutrinos	have	electric/magnetic	dipole	moment?	Do	they
experiment	Hidden		interactions?	
●	Can	we	detect	the	coherent	neutral	neutrino-nuclei	scattering.	Important
as	irreducible	background	in	current	DM	searches!
	Can	we	detect	the	coherent	neutral	neutrino-nuclei	scattering.	Important
as	irreducible	background	in	current	DM	searches!





In	summary:In	summary:



NEUTRINOS	ARE	MYSTERIOUS...NEUTRINOS	ARE	MYSTERIOUS...



Comparison	between	neutrino
and	quark	mixing	on	the	right,	do
you	observe	the	differences?

Comparison	between	neutrino
and	quark	mixing	on	the	right,	do
you	observe	the	differences?





Big	types	of	NEXTs:Big	types	of	NEXTs:

●	 Neutrino	 Oscillation	 Experiments
(NOSEX).	 Subtypes:	 solar	 neutrinos,
long-baseline	 neutrino	 experiments
(accelerators,	neutrino	beams...Future
muon	 colliders?),	 reactor	 neutrinos,
atmospheric	neutrinos,...	

	 Neutrino	 Oscillation	 Experiments
(NOSEX).	 Subtypes:	 solar	 neutrinos,
long-baseline	 neutrino	 experiments
(accelerators,	neutrino	beams...Future
muon	 colliders?),	 reactor	 neutrinos,
atmospheric	neutrinos,...	
●	 NeutrinO	 Mass	 mEasurement
experiments	 (NOMEs).	 Subtypes:
tritium	 decay,	 cosmological
weighting,...

	 NeutrinO	 Mass	 mEasurement
experiments	 (NOMEs).	 Subtypes:
tritium	 decay,	 cosmological
weighting,...
●

ββ0ν).

	 NeutrinOless	 Double	 bEta	 decay

experiments	(NODEs,	

	 NeutrinOless	 Double	 bEta	 decay

experiments	(NODEs,	ββ0ν).

And	of	course...	And	of	course...	

●	Neutrino	observations	from	the	sky,

neutrino	 Astronomy/Astrophysics/

Cosmology!	

	Neutrino	observations	from	the	sky,

neutrino	 Astronomy/Astrophysics/

Cosmology!	







	1	barn	=	10⁻²⁸	m²=10⁻²⁴	cm²=100	fm².Units:

,	something

dubbed	CROSS-SECTION.	

	“interaction	areas”Particle	physicists	/astroparticle	physicists	measureParticle	physicists	/astroparticle	physicists	measure	“interaction	areas”,	something

dubbed	CROSS-SECTION.	Units:	1	barn	=	10⁻²⁸	m²=10⁻²⁴	cm²=100	fm².
Coherent	neutrino-nuclei	scatterings	mediated	by	neutral	current	(Z-exchange)	mimic
DM	interactions.	In	less	of	10	years	(maybe	less),	DM	detectors	will	be	able	to	detect
solar	neutrinos!!!!!!	If	DM	are	not	found	before	touching	the	neutrino	“neutral	coherent
wall”,	DM	detectors	will	become	directional...	Some	ideas	do	exist...

Coherent	neutrino-nuclei	scatterings	mediated	by	neutral	current	(Z-exchange)	mimic
DM	interactions.	In	less	of	10	years	(maybe	less),	DM	detectors	will	be	able	to	detect
solar	neutrinos!!!!!!	If	DM	are	not	found	before	touching	the	neutrino	“neutral	coherent
wall”,	DM	detectors	will	become	directional...	Some	ideas	do	exist...

	SM	neutrinos	can	NOT	be	the	whole	DM	stuff...We	need	other/s	particle/s...Remeber:Remeber:	SM	neutrinos	can	NOT	be	the	whole	DM	stuff...We	need	other/s	particle/s...





Neutrino	mass	via	seesaw	implies	new
energy	scale	(NO	GUT,	no	Planck	if	right):
Neutrino	mass	via	seesaw	implies	new
energy	scale	(NO	GUT,	no	Planck	if	right):
M(nu)=m²/M(new)M(nu)=m²/M(new)



Sources	of	astronomical	neutrinosSources	of	astronomical	neutrinos
(goal:	measure	flavor	composition,	energy,	intensity/fluxes,	direction,....)(goal:	measure	flavor	composition,	energy,	intensity/fluxes,	direction,....)

●Near	Earth:	the	sun!!!!	(Key	in	the	discovery	of	NO).	Also,	geoneutrinos,	atmospheric
neutrinos	triggered	by	Cosmic	Rays	(CR's),	human	based	neutrinos	(reactor,	beams,	human
bodies,...)

Near	Earth:	the	sun!!!!	(Key	in	the	discovery	of	NO).	Also,	geoneutrinos,	atmospheric
neutrinos	triggered	by	Cosmic	Rays	(CR's),	human	based	neutrinos	(reactor,	beams,	human
bodies,...)
●SN	neutrinos.	We	are	embedded	in	a	full	neutrino	“sea”/”bath”.SN	neutrinos.	We	are	embedded	in	a	full	neutrino	“sea”/”bath”.
●Extremely	High	Energetic	neutrinos	(galactic,	extragalactic	origins,...from	AGNs,binaries,...).Extremely	High	Energetic	neutrinos	(galactic,	extragalactic	origins,...from	AGNs,binaries,...).
●Cosmological	and	cosmogenic	neutrinos.Cosmological	and	cosmogenic	neutrinos.











Neutrinos	see	a	big	Universe...Neutrinos	see	a	big	Universe...



Early	tryumph	of	neutrino	astronomy	(Kamiokande	and	SN1987A):Early	tryumph	of	neutrino	astronomy	(Kamiokande	and	SN1987A):









Issues:Issues:

●No	point	sources	identified.No	point	sources	identified.
●Galactic	or	extragalactic	origin?Galactic	or	extragalactic	origin?
●Low	statistics:	we	need	more
data!!!!
Low	statistics:	we	need	more
data!!!!



Issues:Issues:

●No	point	sources
identified.
No	point	sources
identified.
●Galactic	or
extragalactic
origin?

Galactic	or
extragalactic
origin?
●Low	statistics:	we
need	more	data!!!!
Low	statistics:	we
need	more	data!!!!

















Only	Extreme,	very	Extreme	and	likely	unknown	X-treme	astronomy	is	left...And	GW's!
BUT...Cosmis	rays	are	yet	mysterious...
Only	Extreme,	very	Extreme	and	likely	unknown	X-treme	astronomy	is	left...And	GW's!
BUT...Cosmis	rays	are	yet	mysterious...





●Cosmic	ray	astronomy	complementary	to	neutrino	astronomy.Cosmic	ray	astronomy	complementary	to	neutrino	astronomy.
●Gamma	ray	astronomy	complementary	to	neutrino	astronomy.Gamma	ray	astronomy	complementary	to	neutrino	astronomy.
●X-ray	astronomy	complementary	to	neutrino	astronomy.X-ray	astronomy	complementary	to	neutrino	astronomy.
●Neutrino	astronomy	adds	a	new	window	and	it	is	related	to	other	important	branches	of
Astronomy	and	Astrophysics.	Neutrino	astronomy	is	a	cosmic	key...
Neutrino	astronomy	adds	a	new	window	and	it	is	related	to	other	important	branches	of
Astronomy	and	Astrophysics.	Neutrino	astronomy	is	a	cosmic	key...
●GW	astronomy	will	likely	be	complementary	as	well...GW	astronomy	will	likely	be	complementary	as	well...



●The	 neutrino	 window	 is	 open
and	 providing	 new	 information
about	 the	 Universe	 (galactical
and	extragalactical	zones!)!

The	 neutrino	 window	 is	 open
and	 providing	 new	 information
about	 the	 Universe	 (galactical
and	extragalactical	zones!)!
●Many	 questions	 are	 yet
unsolved!
Many	 questions	 are	 yet
unsolved!
●Neutrinos	(and	GW)	astronomy
are	 the	current	and	 future	 tools
of	 a	 radically	 different	 kind	 of
Astronomy,	 with	 an	 horizon
wider	 than	 photon	 and	 proton
astronomy.

Neutrinos	(and	GW)	astronomy
are	 the	current	and	 future	 tools
of	 a	 radically	 different	 kind	 of
Astronomy,	 with	 an	 horizon
wider	 than	 photon	 and	 proton
astronomy.
●Neutrino	 astronomy	 is
complementary	 to	 classical
photon	astronomy.

Neutrino	 astronomy	 is
complementary	 to	 classical
photon	astronomy.
●Interdisciplinary	 links	 between
all	the	areas:
Interdisciplinary	 links	 between
all	the	areas:
multimessenger,	 multiband,
multiparticle/multifield	era!!!!!!
multimessenger,	 multiband,
multiparticle/multifield	era!!!!!!





Thank	you!!!!Thank	you!!!!















More	 events	 and	 EHE	 neutrinos	 are	 expected	 to
come	 next	 years,	 changing	 everything	we	 know	 on
them	and	their	origins/sources!!!!!!

More	 events	 and	 EHE	 neutrinos	 are	 expected	 to
come	 next	 years,	 changing	 everything	we	 know	 on
them	and	their	origins/sources!!!!!!



http://icecube.wisc.edu/news/view/227Big	Bird	event	(event	35)	here:	Big	Bird	event	(event	35)	here:	http://icecube.wisc.edu/news/view/227
The	IceCube	astrophysical	neutrino	flux	is	consistent	with	predictions	for	radio-
loud	AGN...But:	Why	do	we	not	detect	PeV	neutrinos	from	every	bright	blazar?
The	IceCube	astrophysical	neutrino	flux	is	consistent	with	predictions	for	radio-
loud	AGN...But:	Why	do	we	not	detect	PeV	neutrinos	from	every	bright	blazar?
Most	neutrinos	originate	from	faint,	unresolved	sources!!!!Most	neutrinos	originate	from	faint,	unresolved	sources!!!!







Dirac	or	Majorana?	Hierarchical	or	degenerate?	Active	or	sterile?	What	do	you	prefer?Dirac	or	Majorana?	Hierarchical	or	degenerate?	Active	or	sterile?	What	do	you	prefer?



Dirac	or	Majorana?Dirac	or	Majorana?



We	can	probe	quantum	spacetime	(minimal	length	hypotheses)	with
NOSEX!	(See	P.	Nicolini	et	al.):
We	can	probe	quantum	spacetime	(minimal	length	hypotheses)	with
NOSEX!	(See	P.	Nicolini	et	al.):



We	can	probe	quantum	spacetime	(minimal	length	hypotheses)	with
NOSEX!	(See	P.	Nicolini	et	al.):
We	can	probe	quantum	spacetime	(minimal	length	hypotheses)	with
NOSEX!	(See	P.	Nicolini	et	al.):



THE	END!THE	END!


